
Moving to the cloud may be driven by the need for 
scale and agility, or maybe it’s to leverage some of the 
powerful hyperscaler functionalities from within your 
SAP applications. Either way, the end result will be more 
opportunities for you to innovate with the investment 
you’ve made in SAP.
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          CxLink Archive was purpose-built to help make it happen.
 

An unavoidable issue for organizations running SAP is that pathways to the cloud are difficult. And once you 

make the migration to the cloud, the difficulties continue. You’re generally captive to the SAP portfolio for 

updates or innovations, and the SAP solutions for integrating with hyperscalers’ technology have been reported 

to be both costly and have a reduced set of functionalities vs. what the hyperscalers offer.

CxLink Archive is offered as single-source answer to address the SAP data archiving issues you encounter 

running SAP. It is a Software as a Solution package specifically optimized for hyperscalers, which is maintained 

by Syntax, and is regularly updated with the latest hyperscalers and SAP features and functions.

Syntax CxLink Archive is an SAP-Certified add-on that enhances SAP functionality to leverage hyperscalers 

object storage services by improving the critical data archiving and recovery function. This innovative product 

was designed to contribute to an embedded cloud native experience for your SAP applications. And we’ve 

maximized its utility as a point solution by offering it as an a la carte option.

CxLink Archive consolidates multiple hyperscaler services into a single product with a simple interface, providing 

more efficient, faster Archive and recovery of SAP data. 
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       CxLink Archive

Key features:

• An SAP-certified software add-on to SAP ERP, SAP S/4 HANA, and any SAP NetWeaver-based application. 

• Uses hyperscalers object storage services for storing SAP archived data

• SAP Archivelink and SAP ILM compatible.

• It has integrated security features: 

• HTTPS communication with SSL certificates between SAP and AWS 

• Encryption supported on client (SSF) and with cloud native Key Management Services (KMS) 

• IAM Policies for restricted access 

• Customizing and management console built with SAP Webdynpro and SAP Fiori.

• Easy add-on, deployment and integration:

• Packaged Add-On using SAP Add-On Assembly Kit 

• Licenses are available in one- or three-year terms.

Main benefits

• Simplification Having less infrastructure to manage because of CxLink Archive being a serverless solution, 

and the ability to consume hyperscaler technologies sooner and more easily.

• Resiliency Building on hyperscalers global Infrastructure was a choice for the most resilient cloud option by 

design. 

• Cost Reduction Lower costs across software, infrastructure and operating areas associated with your SAP 

deployment, including hidden costs, such as linking document retention policies with Amazon S3 Storage 

Classes to optimize cost savings.

• Support Enjoy support for all CxLink Products with a dedicated team of specialists.

Why Syntax 
With 50 years of experience, 800+ customers, and 

nearly 2,000 employees around the world, Syntax has 

deep expertise in implementing and managing ERP 

and other applications deployments in secure private, 

public, and hybrid environments. Syntax partners 

with SAP, Oracle, JD Edwards, AWS, Microsoft, and 

other global technology leaders to ensure customers’ 

applications are seamless, secure, and at the forefront 

of enterprise technology innovation. 

Learn more about Syntax at syntax.com. 

   Get started today 

Request a demo today to see how 
CxLink Archive can make a difference in 
your organization!  
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